Chabot College
Curriculum Committee Agenda
September 29th, 2015
2:15-4:15 PM room 130
(meeting will begin promptly at 2:15)

1. Call to order
2. Presentations: Courses seeking UC & C-ID approvals
3. Putting comments in the comments boxes when returning proposals to the course author.
4. Grading option policy/practice
5. Tagging courses that are cleared for American Cultures in the Class Schedule
6. The Program design in the catalog vs. the program design on Curricunet. Kaaren changed the program design for the 2014-16 catalog. However the programs on Curricunet are now formatted differently, confusing. Need committee opinion on this...and solution if they feel both need to be the same.
7. Curricunet Training Flex Day Friday October 16th
8. Adjournment

Dara Greene has suggested the following tasks:

9. vote on adding a Spring to Spring curriculum cycle
10. have training on GE attributes for proposed curriculum
11. discuss how we vote on said attributes
12. It has been suggested that at the end of the curriculum semester we put together a report of all the proposed classes and their ge attributes and vote on them at one time.
13. small work groups for the curriculum handbook

Next meeting October, 6th 2015, room 130

Voting Members
Dara Greene
Mireille Giovanola
   (SSCC rep)
Lynn Klein
Pedro Reynoso
Kim morrison (Chair)
Connie Telles
Arturo Lopez Yanez

Ex Officio Members
Edna Danaher
Jane Church
Stacy Thompson

cc:
Marcia Corcoran
ValJean Dale
Tim Dave
Laurie Dockter
Maguerite Thomas
Angela Villasana
Dale Wagoner
Carla Walter
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